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FUND DETAILS:

Risk Classification

The Fund is suitable for investors with a very 
aggressive profile or for those who take 
medium to long - term views.  As a marked -
to-market Fund, its net asset value and total 
return may fall or rise as a result of stock 
price movements. On redemption of units, a 
policyholder may receive an amount less 
than the original amount invested. Prior to 
investment in the Fund, the policyholder shall 
undergo a client suitability assessment 
procedure to determine whether the Fund is 
appropriate for him considering his 
investment objective, risk tolerance, 
preferences and experience.

Market Commentary

The PSEi sustained its rally in February as it 
closed at the 6,944 level, up 4.49% month-on-
month (MoM) which brought the market’s 
year-to-date (YTD) gain to 7.7%. The local 
market took its cue from the record-setting 
rally in the US as the S&P 500 breached the 
5000 level and reached an all-time high of 
5,140. The NASDAQ also breached its historical 
all-time high record of 16,212 levels (reached 
last November 2021) when it traded above the 
6,300 levels.

On the domestic front, bullish sentiment was 
brought by a) upbeat GDP growth 
expectations of above 6%; b) lower-than-
expected inflation print in January; c) multi-
year low unemployment rate; and d) strong car 
sales that showed healthy consumer spending 
for durable goods.

The strong net foreign inflows (USD128.5 
Million in Feb and USD208 Million YTD) also 
helped support the market’s bullish 
momentum. Foreign interest in local stock 
market got support from the change in strategy 
of global investors that have been reducing 
exposure in China which continue to face 
economic challenges and diverting it to other 
emerging markets such as the Philippines.

On corporate developments, companies have 
started to report their full year 2023 earnings 
results. Among them, the leading property 
developers. SMPH reported PHP10 Billion 

(+24% YoY) in 4Q 2023 which bought its full 
year 2023 earnings to PHP40 Billion, up 33% 
YoY. ALI reported 4Q net income at PHP6 
Billion (+16% YoY) and for the full year at 
PHP24.5 Billion (+32% YoY) while for MEG at 
PHP5.3 Billion in 4Q (+5% YoY) and at PHP17.3 
Billion for the full year (+29% YoY).

Another market moving event on the last day 
of February was the MSCI rebalancing with an 
estimated passive fund inflow of about USD30 
Million to USD40 Million, coming mainly from 
upweight in AC. On the other hand, BPI saw the 
largest outflow estimated to be about USD20 
Million to USD30 Million.

Market Outlook

We are maintaining our year-end 2024 PSEi 
target of 7,100 (+10% YoY) which is 
underpinned on GDP growth of over 6% and 
healthy corporate earnings. This also 
assumes softening inflation and BSP cutting 
its policy rate by 2H 2024. However, after the 
market’s sharp rise from the 2022 low at the 
5,900 levels to Feb 2023’s 6,900 levels, it 
would be prone to short-term profit-taking. 
Cheap valuation and dividends to provide 
some market support. Trading liquidity will 
likely remain thin and index rebalancing 
could add to the volatility.

Our strategy is to remain weighted in 
domestic equities given the market’s 
undemanding valuation but with below 
Neutral allocation as risk of higher for longer 
interest rates remain with inflation expected 
to go higher within 2Q before softening in the 
latter part of the year. We would continue to 
employ tactical trading strategies to take 
advantage of the market volatility. On 
sectors, property and consumer should 
benefit from lower interest rates and softer 
inflation.

Meanwhile, delays in the timing of policy rate 
cuts would favor banks and defensive sectors 
that pay attractive dividends such as telcos 
and utilities..

RISK RATING

AGGRESSIVE

Based on the Fund Manager‘s fund risk 
categorization

Inception Date 25-May-05 Latest NAVPU 2.826020

Fund Manager BPI Asset Mgmt. & Trust Corp. Initial NAVPU 1.000000

Fund Currency PHP Highest NAVPU (01.30.2018) 3.610182

Fund Size PHP 1.94 Billion Lowest NAVPU (03.18.2009) 0.815298

Management  Fee 2.20% p.a. Pricing / Valuation Daily



IMPORTANT NOTICE:

This document is for information purposes only. This does not constitute an offer or a 
solicitation to buy or sell any investment referred to in this document. The information in this 
publication is based on carefully selected sources believed to be reliable but we do not make 
any representation as to its accuracy or completeness.  Any opinions herein reflected are good 
as of this date but may be subject to change without prior notice. Investment or participation 
in the Fund is subject to risk and possible loss of principal, and is not insured by the Philippine 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC).  Losses, if any, shall be for the account and risk of the 
Trustor/Participant.  Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 
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Performance Overview

Portfolio Analysis

Top 5 Holdings

Asset Allocation

Sector Allocation

1.70%

0.82%

0.00%

3.94%

6.28%

7.84%

10.43%

23.49%

17.28%

0.42%

27.80%

Cash/Short-Term Deposits

Mining

Retail

Energy & Power

Telecommunications

Transportation

Food & Beverage

Banks

Property

Services

Holdings

1.70%

98.30%

Cash/Short-
Term

Deposits

Equities

Performance History Year To Date 1 Year (YoY) 3 Years (YoY) 5 Years (YoY) Since Inception 

Absolute 5.59% 5.76% 12.25% -7.64% 182.60%

Annualized N/A 5.76% 3.93% -1.58% 5.69%

Securities %

SM Investments Corp. (SM) 9.9

BDO Unibank, Inc. (BDO) 9.7

SM Prime Holdings (SMPH) 9.0

Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) 8.7

International Container Terminal Services 

(ICT)
7.8

Total 45.2
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